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1/2 TheMagicWall
this is my third idea in this contest, and my last:) contain three effective use of space furniture, all hide on the wall.. the
purpose of this idea is to maintain large space and circulation in the balcony, and also the furniture must there too, yet th

 
Solution

from basic concept of architecture i
use grundriss wohnung A8 as
reference and made skylight in
balcony ceiling (the material is
lightweight steel with tempered
glass and also spreading plants
above them to make shady mood. i
made three main furniture, they're
all use effective space and they're
there when you need them, thus
they're hid in the wall...

the mechanized system is quite
classic. they're just use hinge and
slider system like ordinary
cupboard or windows, but they're
different in their distinctive
usability. they're effective to do any
balcony common activities, such as
socializing, working, napping, and
just to relax and watch the clouds. 

material of the furniture is basically
made of hard board wood with steel
reinforcement, and done with
glossy finish. the center furniture is
finished by oak panel to add warm
situation. the center furniture has
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